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Klein Tools’® New Rechargeable Headlamps Give Professionals More Versatility
July 21, 2020 (Lincolnshire, Ill.) – Klein Tools (www.kleintools.com), for professionals since 1857, introduces
three new additions to its line of headlamps, all rechargeable and able to last all day while transitioning from
stand-alone headlamps to hard hat accessories. Additionally, Klein Tools introduces a stand-alone Fabric
Strap that fits all Klein headlamps that are equipped with the mounting bracket.
All New Headlamps feature:
• Durable headlamp: drop-test rating of 6 feet, dust and water resistant - IP54 rating
• Slimmer profile light with pivoting mount allows up to a 64-degree lighting angle
• Smartly designed headlamp bracket also attaches directly to Klein Hard Hats
• Battery gauge indicates level of battery life with colored LED lights
Rechargeable Light Array Headlamp with Fabric Strap (Cat. No. 56049)
• Light array offers more usable rectangular light field than a typical round LED
• Light is bright and lasts all day: 260 lumens for 9 hours and 125 lumens for 14
hours
• Adjustable fabric strap with silicone grip
• Convenient holder for easy access to markers and carpenter pencils
• Mounts magnetically with a strong backside magnet for use as a work light
• Light can be easily removed from bracket for recharging via included USB-C cable
Rechargeable 400 Lumen Headlamp (Cat. No. 56048)
• Rechargeable LED Headlamp has 3 modes: Boost: 400 lumens for 4 hours,
Spotlight: 200 lumens for 12 hours and Floodlight: 100 lumens for 22 hours
• When in bright light, auto-sensing technology turns headlamp off after 3 minutes
to save battery (feature can be disabled)
• Adjustable fabric strap with silicone grip
• Light can be easily removed from bracket for recharging via included Micro-USB
cable
Rechargeable Hard Hat Headlamp/ Worklight (Cat. No. 56062)
• Rechargeable headlamp attaches directly to Klein Hard Hats
• Mounts magnetically with a strong backside magnet for use as a work light
• Bright light has 3 modes: Boost: 300 lumens for 4 hours, Spotlight: 215 lumens for
9 hours and Floodlight: 100 lumens for 14 hours
• Light can be easily removed from bracket for recharging via included USB-C cable

Fabric Strap (Cat. No. 56060)
• Smartly designed bracket attaches directly to Klein headlamps equipped with
mounting bracket
• Comfort fabric strap contains just enough silicone grip to fit comfortably on your
head and stays securely on a hardhat or cap
• Convenient holder for easy access to markers and carpenter pencils (marker and
pencil not included)
• Change strap length easily with adjustment buckle
• Compatible Klein Headlamps include Cat. Nos. 56034, 56062, 56049, 56048 and
KHH56220
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“Given the wide variety of areas trade professionals work in, we recognize that their personal lighting needs
vary wildly,” said Laura Ranieri, senior product manager at Klein Tools. “Developing these headlamps, Klein
Tools provides the durability and flexibility all our customers are looking for, while giving each headlamp
distinguishing features to help customers decide which one to take to the jobsite. Making the separate fabric
strap also gives the option to use the headlamps without needing to attach to a hard hat or cap, and is
compatible with multiple models, meaning users can switch lamps as different jobs may require different
features.”
For more information, visit www.kleintools.com/new-products or search for #NewKleins on social media.
About Klein Tools
Since 1857 Klein Tools, a family-owned and operated company, has been designing, developing and
manufacturing premium-quality, professional-grade hand tools. The majority of Klein tools are manufactured in
plants throughout the United States and are the No. 1 choice among professional electricians and other
tradespeople. For more information, visit www.kleintools.com.
Klein is a registered trademark of Klein Tools, Inc.
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